
Chicago Food Machinery Slicer Blade Sharpening Guide 
 

 

Always wear proper safety equipment and clothing (i.e. safety goggles and 

protective clothing or long pants and sleeves) while sharpening, as pieces of 

the stone may break away and could potentially injure eyes and skin. 

 

�ever allow children or untrained individuals to perform sharpening.  

 

Improper procedure and ignoring safety standards while sharpening the blade 

can result in serious injury or death; the user is fully responsible for insuring 

that they have a full understanding of the machine, procedure and safety re-

quired prior to sharpening and is fully responsible for any actions that may 

occur during sharpening.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chicago Food Machinery Support: 1-888-932-4749  



1. Before beginning be sure 

that the power cord is 

unplugged from the wall 

so the machine does not 

accidentally turn on. 
 

 

 

2. Release the security bolt 

on the back (underneath) 

with a small adjustable 

wrench. Top piece can 

come totally off. 



3. Oil the sharpener axles by stones with olive oil. (not shown) 

 

 

 

 

4. Flip/reverse the top piece which contains the stones 180 degrees, secure back 

on unit. 

 



5. Ensure that you have all safety clothing and protective gear in place then 

plug the unit back in. Turn on the unit via power button. (now shown). 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Push the button on 

the front of the sharp-

ener to begin to 

sharpen the face of the 

blade. 

7. Push the button on 

the back of the sharp-

ener to begin to sharpen 

the rear of the blade. 



8. After finishing sharpening, turn off the power switch and again unplug 

your unit from the outlet. Reverse the top piece back to its original position.  

9.  Inspect your blade and clean it before usage. Be sure to clean off all the 

metal pieces & leftover oil. After your first few slices of meat with the sharp-

ened machine inspect the sliced product for metal shavings and discard if 

necessary.  


